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Dude here - It appears to be a matrix, of some kind. This one would have a magnectic field, with
querks and such, of a certian type. I havnt been able to find out much about it. Apparently its highly
classiied..
It has to do with the minds thought dimension, which is spiritual. Everything we think, moves thru
the morpho-genetic grid, and thats why Hilter was after it. Whoever controlls this grid, controls that
culture, race, or just one King or President at times, ect. Its a living grid of somekind, made by our
thoughtwaves. Thats all I know. I do know various governments after Hitler, have been checking this
out, our pentegon has probably found out a few things. But agian its all classified.
Its possible that the next astral plane out, called the "real time" zone is connected to this grid, or is
a reflection of it, or is in fact the morpho-genetic grid.. Many out of body travelors report about the
real time zone, which reflects a copy of everything on earth, including people. Its like where our
subconscious would be manifested. Anywho, disturbing reports are written about a "target army".
These look like soldiers, but have electronics weapons of somekind. They point these weapons at
someones dopplerganger, shadow, or astral reflection; and controll thier thoughts and such. I think I
have had this happen to me sometimes.
No one knows who these "target armys" work for. I suspect it is the fallen angels. Whenver people
try to find out, wierd thingfs happen to them, it dissapears or they pop back into their bodys on earth.
Something is protecting this "target army". All reports are its not benevolent, but hostile and
threatning, when they try and aproach this "target army", with their mind controll weapons. I would
have to say that this seems like the morph-genetic grid that Hitler was after..
Can you do any out of the body travels, Wizanda?
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